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1390 APPENDICE A :

4. An airways radio station capable of communication with
stations in the U.S., Canada, Newfoundland, and Green-
land and with aircraft in flight, for purposes of aircraft
control, forwarding and receiving weather data and air-
plane movement communications.

5. A meteorological station.
6. A maintenance hangar (heated), minimum dimensions

150 X 200 feet.
(e) Housing for personnel.

That if the Canadian Government should decide for any reason that it
will not undertake the desired construction immediately, this decision should
be made known at once to the Governments of the United States, United
Kingdom and Newfoundland and that the Government of the United States
be invited to provide the necessary facilities in the area under reference;

That Governments of Canada and the United States should cooperate to
make provision for the necessary priorities to permit the earliest possible
completion and that the Government undertaking the project should also
immediately initiate the necessary measures to ensure provision of an
installation suitable for safe operations from the ice in the Northwest River
area during the winter of 1941-42.

EIGHTEENTH RECOMMENDATION

Montreal, July 29, 1941

Underwater De f ences for Argentia
That the United States proceed with the installation of underwater defences

in the Argentia-Ship Harbour area.

TWENTIETH RECOMMENDATION,

Montreal, July 30, 1941

Newfoundland Roads
(a) That improvement and maintenance of road communications is recog-

nized as essential for effective military operations in the defence of
Newfoundland.

(b) That the Newfoundland Government should, without cost to the United
States or the Canadian Governments, make available the rights of way

necessary for such roads as the United States or the Canadian Goven-

ments [sic] consider must be constructed for military purposes.
(c) That the United States and Canada should be given the right

to con^â d

and maintain such roads as each individuall y requires in Ne^oun,
taia

for military purposes without obligation either to construct or mm

any roads. bave
(d) That Newfoundland, Canadian and United States vehicles w s â eh or

use without tolls of any roads constructed
by the United

Canada in Newfoundland outside of base areas.
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